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Free read Brilliant orange the neurotic
genius of dutch soccer (Read Only)
the netherlands has been one of the world s most distinctive and sophisticated football
cultures from the birth of total football in the sixties through two decades of world cup near
misses to the exiles who remade clubs like ac milan barcelona arsenal and chelsea in their
own image the dutch have often been dazzlingly original and influential the elements of their
style exquisite skills adventurous attacking tactics a unique blend of individual creativity and
teamwork weird patterns of self destruction reflect and embody the country s culture and
history this book lays bare the elegant fractured soul of the dutch masters and the culture
that spawned them by exploring and analysing its key ideas institutions personalities and
history in the context of wider dutch society when most people think about the netherlands
images of tulips and peaceful pot smoking residents spring to mind bring up soccer and most
will think of johan cruyuff the dutch player thought to rival pele in preternatural skill and ajax
one of the most influential soccer clubs in the world whose academy system for young
athletes has been replicated around the globe and most notably by barcelona and the 2010
world champions spain but as international bestselling author simon kuper writes in ajax the
dutch the war soccer in europe during the second world war the story of soccer in holland
cannot be understood without investigating what really occurred in this country during wwii
for decades the dutch have enjoyed the reputation of having a good war the myth is even
resonant in israel where ajax is celebrated the fact is the jews suffered shocking persecution
at the hands of dutch collaborators holland had the second largest nazi movement in europe
outside germany and in no other country except poland was so high a percentage of jews
deported kuper challenges holland s historical amnesia and uses soccer particularly the
experience of ajax a club long supported by amsterdam s jews as a window on wartime
holland and europe through interviews with resistance fighters survivors wartime soccer
players and more kuper uncovers this history that has been ignored and also finds out why
the holocaust had a profound effect on soccer in the country ajax produced cruyuff but was
also built by members of the dutch resistance and holocaust survivors it became a surrogate
family for many who survived the war and its method for producing unparalleled talent
became the envy of clubs around the world in this passionate haunting and moving work of
forensic reporting kuper tells the breathtaking story of how dutch jews survived the
unspeakable and came to play a strong role in the rise of the most exciting and revolutionary
style of soccer total football the world had ever seen what is the secret of dutch soccer how
can a nation of about 16 million inhabitants regularly produce world class players like cruyff
haan van basten rijkaard van nistelrooy van der sar van bommel robben and van persie as
well as world class coaches like michels cruyff beenakker advocaat stevens and van marwijk
what lies behind the successes of ajax amsterdam of louis van gaal and of dutch soccer
manager guus hiddink this book is a first attempt to present expert knowledge of
internationally proven useful and effective dutch soccer coaching in theory and practice
based on qualitative data collection the authors outline the theory and practice of the typical
and sometimes unique dutch content methods organization forms and elements of
educational knowledge including the training philosophy of the knvb royal dutch soccer
federation selected eredivisie and internationally renowned dutch soccer coaches unique
technique training content and methods coerver meulensteen and frans hoek methods and
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tactics training position play and pressing forward innovative forms of play and testing for
soccer specific conditioning training the new ajax coaching model heroes of the future and
interviews what is the purpose of history today and how can sporting research help us
understand the world around us in this stimulating book nicholas piercey constructs four new
histories of early dutch football exploring urban change club members the media and the
diaries of cornelis johannes karel van aalst a stadium director to propose practical examples
of how history can become an important democratic tool for the 21st century using early
dutch football as a field for experimental thinking about the past the four histories offer new
insights into the lives interests and passions of those connected to the sport in the 1910s and
the cities they lived in how did the first world war impact on dutch football were new stadia a
form of social control is the spread of the beautiful game really a good thing and why was
one of the sport s most prominent figures more concerned with potatoes these stories of
early dutch football suggest how vital sport and history can be in shaping our lives
perceptions and actions and why we need to challenge the influence they have today the
autobiography of dutch soccer legend johan cruyff whose remarkable life and impeccable
style have influenced star players and clubs for decades johan cruyff embodied a footballing
philosophy that now dominates coaching and playing styles in all the leading club sides
around the world you can dispute whether cruyff was the greatest player ever he was
certainly one of the top three but he is undoubtedly the player who single handedly changed
the nature of the game my turn tells the story of cruyff s remarkable career built on the
techniques he learned playing in the streets of postwar amsterdam while hoping to be
noticed by the city s famous club ajax he would eventually inspire that team to eight league
championships and three european cups he won his first of three ballons d or at twenty four
in 1971 in 1973 cruyff was sold to barcelona for a world record transfer fee he led the
catalans to victory in la liga for the first time since 1960 and went on to leave a lasting mark
on spanish soccer in the 1974 world cup cruyff propelled the dutch team to the final for the
first time cruyff s lasting influence however is not in the medals he won but in the style of
play he epitomized and then applied to the barcelona and ajax teams he coached his vision
of total football transformed the way soccer was played and its dazzling fluidity became the
basis of the most admired sides around the world he was the sport s uncompromising genius
on and off the field of play this third volume in the best selling dutch soccer school drills
series focuses on individual skill development conditioning and match situation training these
drills will improve your players in every facet of their games and make your practice sessions
both stimulating and effective each drill features a clear diagram and description an objective
coaching points and possible variations this book is used throughout holland as the
foundation for coaching soccer chapters include what is coaching reading the game the dutch
concept teaching techniques what is 4 v 4 why 7 v 7 goalkeeping training tasks fundamentals
within the team 218 pages the emphasis throughout is on the creation of optimal learning
situations a must for every coach s library did you know that afc ajax is named after ajax an
ancient greek hero the team s logo is a line drawing of the hero learn more exciting facts
about this fascinating soccer club in afc ajax an inside professional soccer book this
sympathetic portrait of the dutch super coach guus hiddink is written by fellow compatriot
maarten meijer the author interviewed hiddink his parents brothers friends and former
colleagues in the netherlands and is a fascinating and intimate account of the hiddink
phenomenon from hiddink s childhood years in varsseveld a small dutch town hugging the
german border to stints as a professional player at de graafschap nec nijmegen and psv
eindhoven the soccer madness in turkey spanish managerial intrigues and drilling the
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socceroos at training camps hidden in dutch forests all this has helped to shape hiddink into
the multi talented psychologically sharp international soccer authority he is today he led the
dutch national team clockwork orange to the quarter finals during the 1998 world cup
through his insistence on performance based soccer he employed the same strategy in korea
and successfully coached the korean national team to a fourth place in the world cup this
new and updated edition covers hiddink s latest adventure as coach of the socceroos the
commutes between psv eindhoven and socceroos sydney show to what lengths the dutch
soccer master is willing to go to give new meaning to the term total football the super coach
managed to pull off the unthinkable take australia to its second world cup after 32 long years
what is the purpose of history today and how can sporting research help us understand the
world around us in this stimulating book nicholas piercey constructs four new histories of
early dutch football exploring urban change club members the media and the diaries of
cornelis johannes karel van aalst a stadium director to propose practical examples of how
history can become an important democratic tool for the 21st century 180 more outstanding
drill and small sided from holland home of one of the most respected and successful youth
soccer development models in the world includes exercises for dribbling passes shooting and
combination play a detailed outline of the dutch training methodology for this age group
topics include age specific characteristics technical training style of play building up play
attacking defending positional play and small sided games the book contains 35 tactical
patterns of play and 62 practices as used in the top academies in the netherlands in looking
into the lives of individual players club officials and ordinary fans during this tumultuous
period simon kuper has skilfully pieced together an alternative account of world war ii one
seen through the lens of football he also widens the scope to take in england france and
germany and in depicting a continent obsessed with football during war time on the day
germany invaded the soviet union ninety thousand spectators were in place for the kick off of
the german league final in berlin he challenges accepted notions of the war in occupied
europe book jacket europe s top coaches have contributed to this collection of 180
outstanding drills designed to pinpoint specific skills and develop them to their fullest
potential these drills will help coaches advance their players skills confidence and tactical
awareness as they strive for creative attacking soccer the easy to use layout of dutch soccer
drills makes it an essential practice tool for all coaches divided into chapters on dribbling
passing shooting heading restart plays goalkeeping and conditioning coaches have drills
designed for the skills they want to work on right at their fingertips each drill features the
objective a clear diagram and easy to follow organizational factors instructions coaching
points and variations coaches will gain exciting new ideas from these excellent drills which
will keep their players motivated and interested whether you want to break out of a practice
rut or keep from falling into one dutch soccer drills will energize your players and make the
most of practice time richard kentwell is a licensed english f a coach with over 25 years of
coaching experience the author of four books and numerous articles kentwell earned his
masters degree in education from boston university with a specialization in human
movement he is a director of the british american school of soccer and president of
reedswain the coaching and book specialists beautiful bridesmaids dressed in oranje the
unfulfilled glory of dutch football is the story of a dazzling football dream built on the club
successes of ajax and feyenoord it s a utopian ideal that blazed with a bright but ephemeral
oranje flame scorching the football pitches of the world in the 1970s although dutch clubs
dominated the european cup from 1969 to 1973 until 1974 the oranje had failed to qualify for
a world cup for 36 years two finals then followed in successive tournaments as totaalvoetbal
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burst from its chrysalis proudly revealing to the world its wings adorned with vivid shades of
oranje the winners were the brides it was their day but the dutch sides were more beautiful
yet so fragile and football loved them for it this isn t merely a tale of bridesmaids who came
so close yet failed gloriously it is the celebration of a footballing counter culture a revolution
a flame that burned so brightly but so briefly it s the story of those beautiful bridesmaids
dressed in oranje what is the purpose of history today and how can sporting research help us
understand the world around us in this stimulating book nicholas piercey constructs four new
histories of early dutch football exploring urban change club members the media and the
diaries of cornelis johannes karel van aalst a stadium director to propose practical examples
of how history can become an important democratic tool for the 21st century this work was
published by saint philip street press pursuant to a creative commons license permitting
commercial use all rights not granted by the work s license are retained by the author or
authors this follow up to brilliant orange the neurotic genius of dutch soccer is an enchanting
love letter to english football the daily telegraph in this playful witty and highly original look
at english soccer david winner author of the acclaimed brilliant orange journeys to the heart
of an essential english pastime and sheds new light on the true nature of a rapidly changing
game that was never really meant to be beautiful with the same insightful eye he brought to
his bestselling study of dutch soccer winner shows how victorian sexual anxiety underlies
england s many world cup failures he reveals the connection between roy keane and a
soldier who never lived but died in the charge of the light brigade and he demonstrates how
thick mud and wet leather shaped the contours of the english soul it s neither a history of the
game nor a memoir instead exploring the interplay between sport history and national
character for thinking fans of the game this is exquisitely pleasurable reading as winner finds
acceptance and even fondness for the english game his insight humor warmth and
enthusiasm place him in the top echelon of soccer writers booklist starred review thank god
for david winner with an easy wit winner traces the game back to its roots and the results are
as intriguing as they are amusing a marvelous book duncan white fourfourtwo from the fifa
world cup to pick up games at your local park soccer is the closest thing in our world to a
universal entertainment many writers use this global popularity to describe the game s
winners and losers but what happens when we use social science to explore how soccer
intersects with culture society and the self this book provides a thinking fan s guide to the
world s most popular game proposing a way of engaging soccer that sparks intellectual
curiosity and employs critical consciousness using stories and data along with ideas from
sociology psychology and across the social sciences it provides readers with new ways of
understanding fanaticism peak performance talent development and more drawing on
concepts ranging from cognitive bias to globalization it illuminates meanings of the game for
players and fans while investigating impacts on our lives and communities while it considers
soccer cultures across the globe the book also analyzes what makes u s soccer culture
special including its embrace of the women s game as a scholar former minor league player
and coach and fan andrew guest offers a distinctive perspective on soccer in society
whatever name you call it and whatever your interest in it soccer in mind will enrich your own
view of the one truly global game all about pressing in soccer provides a detailed look at the
history theory and practice of pressing in soccer with this comprehensive resource the coach
and player will improve their understanding of game tactics making them stronger and more
successful as a coach or player in today s fast paced game when a team loses possession of
the ball it does not wait for its opponent s offensive tactics to begin instead the defensive
team limits the spatial aspects of their opponent s game through directed resistance or
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pressure which immediately limits the offense s options beginning with a look at the history
of pressing you will gain background knowledge crucial for understanding the theory behind
pressing which is presented in the second part of the book once you understand the why and
the how of pressing you will be able to use the practical techniques and drills presented in
the third section with this book you whether a coach or a player will have all the tools needed
to implement a strong pressing tactic in the game giving you that necessary edge over your
opponents 75 years after the end of the holocaust this book commemorates the millions of
victims by sharing the stories of wartime soccer players those prisoners of the nazi regime
who found soccer to be a means of survival and inspiration even when surrounded by
profound suffering and death the holocaust was genocide on a scale never seen before it is
the greatest of human tragedies and a defining event in history which continues to challenge
and confound human understanding for many victims ensnared by nazi germany soccer
became both a show of resistance and a matter of life and death in soccer under the swastika
defiance and survival in the nazi camps and ghettos revised edition kevin e simpson takes
the reader on a fascinating journey through this little known chapter in history revealing the
surprisingly powerful role soccer played during world war ii relying on a trove of recently
translated testimonies and scores of interviews with survivors and eyewitnesses simpson
casts a penetrating light on the darkness of the holocaust by celebrating the courage of those
who found the strength to play the beautiful game under horrific circumstances with the
increasing loss of firsthand memories of these events soccer under the swastika reminds us
of the importance in telling these compelling stories thoughtfully written and meticulously
researched this revised edition is emboldened by new research recently translated survivor
testimonies new photos from the era and a deepened focus on soccer in the nazi camps and
ghettos providing a more powerful narrative of soccer s ability to provide inspiration and at
times sustain life a complete guide to developing every aspect of conditioning for soccer
players europe s top soccer conditioning experts contributed the following chapters soccer
strength training soccer specific endurance training speed training for soccer pre season
conditioning goalkeeper training fitness testing and injury prevention train like the world
champions over the past few years a new trend has become ever more prominent in the
soccer world passing often fast and including all players in the game combining this with their
own personal style we have seen teams reach new heights of success from fc barcelona to
bayern munich and borussia dortmund and most recently the german national team at the
2014 world cup in brazil but what does it take to learn this art of passing what are the
methodological and technical requirements for becoming the new schweinsteiger messi or
neuer in this book the only of its kind two german league certified coaches have created the
ultimate guide to passing using the hyballa te poel passing puzzle they present every type of
pass there is in modern soccer with lots of drills for each type from the goalkeeper to the
center forward everyone can learn passing with these exercises the real giants of soccer
coaching is a collection of the curated thoughts of nearly 30 top soccer coaches from around
the globe in this book you will gain access to the depth and breadth of experience from some
of the best coaches across all areas of the beautiful game from grassroots to premier leagues
and everything in between you will learn theoretical details about tactical periodization
positional play and the science of motor learning you will also learn from youth national team
coaches ncaa national championship winning coaches and first division coaches from top
european clubs this book is a resource that can direct your coaching education over and
around the perilous pitfalls that often consume most coaches after reading this book you will
have gained the experience knowledge and wisdom of some of the best coaches across all
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areas of the game you don t have to go your coaching path alone take this book and bring
the wisdom of these top coaches with you to help navigate every corner turn and hazard
along your way to becoming a great coach the 2018 soccer world cup highlighted the
increasing emphasis on transitional awareness and tactics from elite domestic leagues
worldwide to local youth coaching clinics there is a pronounced effort to help coaches and
players recognize and seize the advantages gleaned through controlling transitional
moments during a match soccer transition training is the first complete study of critical
transition moments this book offers everything coaches at any level need to help their teams
dominate in transition including transition analysis comprehensive examination of tactical
opportunities 100 exercises to prepare coaches and players for every transitional situation
and coaching instruction written by two leading soccer educators this book is the training tool
all soccer coaches need to help their teams dominate on both sides of the ball the methods
and philosophies of the coaches at one of the most successful clubs in the history of
european soccer the current manchester united manager made a name for himself in the
world of football while at dutch super club ajax amsterdam this book chronicles his time in
charge there with unprecedented inside access to the methods and philosophies that
produced not only championship teams but also world class players the fourth volume in the
best selling dutch soccer drills series focuses on technical development through the use of
drills and small sided games designed to prepare players for match situation the 180 drills
are actual training exercises used by the top clubs in holland a country renowned for their
innovative coaches and world class players each drill features a clear diagram and
description an objective and possible variations dutch soccer drills volume 3 has been a
parennial best seller with a 90 self through the dutch academy football coaching u10 11 book
contains a detailed outline of the dutch training methodology for this age group topics
include the basic principles the age specific characteristics coaching methods match days
training sessions technical practices moves to beat positional games and formation specific
small sided games this book contains 66 practices as used in top academies in the
netherlands there are technical and tactical practices for coaches at youth level wanting to
develop their team to world leading dutch academy standards henk mariman former club
brugge academy director and afc ajax assistant academy director han berger chairman of the
dutch professional coaches cbv louis coolen former zenit st petersburg academy director this
book offers some of the best articles from the nscaa s soccer journal from the last twenty
years soccer journal is the official publication of the national soccer coaches association of
america the book offers articles that cover the four pillars of soccer those pillars are
technique tactics the mental and the physical the fifth section describes to the reader how to
coach in the chapter on technique nationally known coaches describe soccer specific
techniques and how to present them to the team the topics include principles of teaching
technique dribbling shielding tackling receiving and passing as basic techniques for the
player in addition to these skills section one deals with goalkeeper technique chapter two
details the evolution of tactics in the game of soccer going back to the late 1800s and
finishing with a discussion of the latest in tactics at the international level in addition the
most poplar systems of play from the soccer world are described in detail both attacking and
defending in each system is examined chapter three deals with the mental side of playing
soccer this is the last frontier for our players and teams it is an important aspect of coaching
and mental training is a responsibility of coaches today the articles examine mental
preparation for both men and women soccer players and teams chapter four deals with
fitness and nutrition the articles discuss everything from warm ups to post game nutrition
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there are articles for youth soccer players as well as college and professional soccer players
once the reader examines the four pillars of soccer chapter five deals with how to coach and
manage a team coaching is examined at all levels from u6 to professional this chapter offers
answers to many questions that coaches will have every season this book is the first in a new
series of books from the nscaa future editions will examine each of the pillars again in more
detail want to learn to dribble and feint like maradona or ronaldinho and to juggle the ball like
jay jay okocha or edgar davids in his book peter schreiner clearly and simply shows players
and coaches alike how to teach and learn techniques that are required for attractive
offensive soccer players become good ball handlers and master tricks that enable them to
beat other players and score more goals coaches learn how to organize effective and learning
intensive team and individual training the well rounded soccer coach is a unique book about
coaching soccer the author shares successful secrets for long term player development which
is a current hot topic in the soccer world this special resource combines credibility
experiences of a coach who has coached u9 u19 age groups competitive club and high school
teams and comprehensive coverage of coaching soccer it raises the standards for coaching
resources by including proven methods and techniques examples of a complete season of
actual training sessions explanations as to the how and why of selected exercises useful
resources for coaches players and parents in a variety of areas on and off the field credibility
through anecdotes from coaches players and parents objective results achieved by teams
direct access to someone who is actively involved in the areas of player development
coaching excellence team culture and education anyone wishing to become a successful
coach of a winning team needs this book on his shelf this handy how to food guide addresses
the nutrition questions and concerns of soccer athletes of all ages and abilities to help them
achieve success with energy to spare soccer athletes are hungry for good nutrition
information they have lots of food questions what should i eat before a game what about
sports drinks how much protein should i be eating food guide for soccer tips recipes from the
pros will answer those questions plus others this easy to read book offers practical tips
debunks nutrition myths and is a simple how to resource for soccer players their coaches and
parents the text is sprinkled with quotes from professional soccer players as well as recipes
sample menus and nutrition sidebars europe s top coaches have contributed to this collection
of 180 outstanding drills designed to pinpoint specific skills and develop them to their fullest
potential these drills will help coaches advance their players skills confidence and tactical
awareness as they strive for creative attacking soccer the easy to use layout of dutch soccer
drills makes it an essential practice tool for all coaches divided into chapters on dribbling
passing shooting heading restart plays goalkeeping and conditioning coaches have drills
designed for the skills they want to work on right at their fingertips each drill features the
objective a clear diagram and easy to follow organizational factors instructions coaching
points and variations coaches will gain exciting new ideas from these excellent drills which
will keep their players motivated and interested whether you want to break out of a practice
rut or keep from falling into one dutch soccer drills will energize your players and make the
most of practice time richard kentwell is a licensed english f a coach with over 25 years of
coaching experience the author of four books and numerous articles kentwell earned his
masters degree in education from boston university with a specialization in human
movement he is a director of the british american school of soccer and president of
reedswain the coaching and book specialists two coaches share their secrets for developing
quality players also frans hoek describes his coaching plan for young keepers this book
includes chapters on introducing tactical insights through drills and games and is packed with
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Brilliant Orange 2012-06-04
the netherlands has been one of the world s most distinctive and sophisticated football
cultures from the birth of total football in the sixties through two decades of world cup near
misses to the exiles who remade clubs like ac milan barcelona arsenal and chelsea in their
own image the dutch have often been dazzlingly original and influential the elements of their
style exquisite skills adventurous attacking tactics a unique blend of individual creativity and
teamwork weird patterns of self destruction reflect and embody the country s culture and
history this book lays bare the elegant fractured soul of the dutch masters and the culture
that spawned them by exploring and analysing its key ideas institutions personalities and
history in the context of wider dutch society

Ajax, the Dutch, the War 2012-09-11
when most people think about the netherlands images of tulips and peaceful pot smoking
residents spring to mind bring up soccer and most will think of johan cruyuff the dutch player
thought to rival pele in preternatural skill and ajax one of the most influential soccer clubs in
the world whose academy system for young athletes has been replicated around the globe
and most notably by barcelona and the 2010 world champions spain but as international
bestselling author simon kuper writes in ajax the dutch the war soccer in europe during the
second world war the story of soccer in holland cannot be understood without investigating
what really occurred in this country during wwii for decades the dutch have enjoyed the
reputation of having a good war the myth is even resonant in israel where ajax is celebrated
the fact is the jews suffered shocking persecution at the hands of dutch collaborators holland
had the second largest nazi movement in europe outside germany and in no other country
except poland was so high a percentage of jews deported kuper challenges holland s
historical amnesia and uses soccer particularly the experience of ajax a club long supported
by amsterdam s jews as a window on wartime holland and europe through interviews with
resistance fighters survivors wartime soccer players and more kuper uncovers this history
that has been ignored and also finds out why the holocaust had a profound effect on soccer
in the country ajax produced cruyuff but was also built by members of the dutch resistance
and holocaust survivors it became a surrogate family for many who survived the war and its
method for producing unparalleled talent became the envy of clubs around the world in this
passionate haunting and moving work of forensic reporting kuper tells the breathtaking story
of how dutch jews survived the unspeakable and came to play a strong role in the rise of the
most exciting and revolutionary style of soccer total football the world had ever seen

Dutch Soccer Secrets 2011-09-15
what is the secret of dutch soccer how can a nation of about 16 million inhabitants regularly
produce world class players like cruyff haan van basten rijkaard van nistelrooy van der sar
van bommel robben and van persie as well as world class coaches like michels cruyff
beenakker advocaat stevens and van marwijk what lies behind the successes of ajax
amsterdam of louis van gaal and of dutch soccer manager guus hiddink this book is a first
attempt to present expert knowledge of internationally proven useful and effective dutch
soccer coaching in theory and practice based on qualitative data collection the authors
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outline the theory and practice of the typical and sometimes unique dutch content methods
organization forms and elements of educational knowledge including the training philosophy
of the knvb royal dutch soccer federation selected eredivisie and internationally renowned
dutch soccer coaches unique technique training content and methods coerver meulensteen
and frans hoek methods and tactics training position play and pressing forward innovative
forms of play and testing for soccer specific conditioning training the new ajax coaching
model heroes of the future and interviews

Four Histories about Early Dutch Football, 1910-1920
2016-10-06
what is the purpose of history today and how can sporting research help us understand the
world around us in this stimulating book nicholas piercey constructs four new histories of
early dutch football exploring urban change club members the media and the diaries of
cornelis johannes karel van aalst a stadium director to propose practical examples of how
history can become an important democratic tool for the 21st century using early dutch
football as a field for experimental thinking about the past the four histories offer new
insights into the lives interests and passions of those connected to the sport in the 1910s and
the cities they lived in how did the first world war impact on dutch football were new stadia a
form of social control is the spread of the beautiful game really a good thing and why was
one of the sport s most prominent figures more concerned with potatoes these stories of
early dutch football suggest how vital sport and history can be in shaping our lives
perceptions and actions and why we need to challenge the influence they have today

My Turn 2016-11-29
the autobiography of dutch soccer legend johan cruyff whose remarkable life and impeccable
style have influenced star players and clubs for decades johan cruyff embodied a footballing
philosophy that now dominates coaching and playing styles in all the leading club sides
around the world you can dispute whether cruyff was the greatest player ever he was
certainly one of the top three but he is undoubtedly the player who single handedly changed
the nature of the game my turn tells the story of cruyff s remarkable career built on the
techniques he learned playing in the streets of postwar amsterdam while hoping to be
noticed by the city s famous club ajax he would eventually inspire that team to eight league
championships and three european cups he won his first of three ballons d or at twenty four
in 1971 in 1973 cruyff was sold to barcelona for a world record transfer fee he led the
catalans to victory in la liga for the first time since 1960 and went on to leave a lasting mark
on spanish soccer in the 1974 world cup cruyff propelled the dutch team to the final for the
first time cruyff s lasting influence however is not in the medals he won but in the style of
play he epitomized and then applied to the barcelona and ajax teams he coached his vision
of total football transformed the way soccer was played and its dazzling fluidity became the
basis of the most admired sides around the world he was the sport s uncompromising genius
on and off the field of play
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Dutch Soccer Drills 2000
this third volume in the best selling dutch soccer school drills series focuses on individual skill
development conditioning and match situation training these drills will improve your players
in every facet of their games and make your practice sessions both stimulating and effective
each drill features a clear diagram and description an objective coaching points and possible
variations

Coaching Soccer 1997
this book is used throughout holland as the foundation for coaching soccer chapters include
what is coaching reading the game the dutch concept teaching techniques what is 4 v 4 why
7 v 7 goalkeeping training tasks fundamentals within the team 218 pages the emphasis
throughout is on the creation of optimal learning situations a must for every coach s library

AFC Ajax 2019-08-01
did you know that afc ajax is named after ajax an ancient greek hero the team s logo is a line
drawing of the hero learn more exciting facts about this fascinating soccer club in afc ajax an
inside professional soccer book

Four Histories about Early Dutch Football, 1910-1920
2016
this sympathetic portrait of the dutch super coach guus hiddink is written by fellow
compatriot maarten meijer the author interviewed hiddink his parents brothers friends and
former colleagues in the netherlands and is a fascinating and intimate account of the hiddink
phenomenon from hiddink s childhood years in varsseveld a small dutch town hugging the
german border to stints as a professional player at de graafschap nec nijmegen and psv
eindhoven the soccer madness in turkey spanish managerial intrigues and drilling the
socceroos at training camps hidden in dutch forests all this has helped to shape hiddink into
the multi talented psychologically sharp international soccer authority he is today he led the
dutch national team clockwork orange to the quarter finals during the 1998 world cup
through his insistence on performance based soccer he employed the same strategy in korea
and successfully coached the korean national team to a fourth place in the world cup this
new and updated edition covers hiddink s latest adventure as coach of the socceroos the
commutes between psv eindhoven and socceroos sydney show to what lengths the dutch
soccer master is willing to go to give new meaning to the term total football the super coach
managed to pull off the unthinkable take australia to its second world cup after 32 long years

Guus Hiddink 2006-01-01
what is the purpose of history today and how can sporting research help us understand the
world around us in this stimulating book nicholas piercey constructs four new histories of
early dutch football exploring urban change club members the media and the diaries of
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cornelis johannes karel van aalst a stadium director to propose practical examples of how
history can become an important democratic tool for the 21st century

Four Histories about Early Dutch Football, 1910-1920
2016
180 more outstanding drill and small sided from holland home of one of the most respected
and successful youth soccer development models in the world includes exercises for dribbling
passes shooting and combination play

Dutch Soccer Drills 2006-05
a detailed outline of the dutch training methodology for this age group topics include age
specific characteristics technical training style of play building up play attacking defending
positional play and small sided games the book contains 35 tactical patterns of play and 62
practices as used in the top academies in the netherlands

Dutch Academy Football Coaching (U14-15) -
Functional Training & Tactical Practices from Top
Dutch Coaches 2017-04-27
in looking into the lives of individual players club officials and ordinary fans during this
tumultuous period simon kuper has skilfully pieced together an alternative account of world
war ii one seen through the lens of football he also widens the scope to take in england
france and germany and in depicting a continent obsessed with football during war time on
the day germany invaded the soviet union ninety thousand spectators were in place for the
kick off of the german league final in berlin he challenges accepted notions of the war in
occupied europe book jacket

Match Analysis and Game Preparation 1999
europe s top coaches have contributed to this collection of 180 outstanding drills designed to
pinpoint specific skills and develop them to their fullest potential these drills will help coaches
advance their players skills confidence and tactical awareness as they strive for creative
attacking soccer the easy to use layout of dutch soccer drills makes it an essential practice
tool for all coaches divided into chapters on dribbling passing shooting heading restart plays
goalkeeping and conditioning coaches have drills designed for the skills they want to work on
right at their fingertips each drill features the objective a clear diagram and easy to follow
organizational factors instructions coaching points and variations coaches will gain exciting
new ideas from these excellent drills which will keep their players motivated and interested
whether you want to break out of a practice rut or keep from falling into one dutch soccer
drills will energize your players and make the most of practice time richard kentwell is a
licensed english f a coach with over 25 years of coaching experience the author of four books
and numerous articles kentwell earned his masters degree in education from boston
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university with a specialization in human movement he is a director of the british american
school of soccer and president of reedswain the coaching and book specialists

Ajax, the Dutch, the War 2003
beautiful bridesmaids dressed in oranje the unfulfilled glory of dutch football is the story of a
dazzling football dream built on the club successes of ajax and feyenoord it s a utopian ideal
that blazed with a bright but ephemeral oranje flame scorching the football pitches of the
world in the 1970s although dutch clubs dominated the european cup from 1969 to 1973
until 1974 the oranje had failed to qualify for a world cup for 36 years two finals then followed
in successive tournaments as totaalvoetbal burst from its chrysalis proudly revealing to the
world its wings adorned with vivid shades of oranje the winners were the brides it was their
day but the dutch sides were more beautiful yet so fragile and football loved them for it this
isn t merely a tale of bridesmaids who came so close yet failed gloriously it is the celebration
of a footballing counter culture a revolution a flame that burned so brightly but so briefly it s
the story of those beautiful bridesmaids dressed in oranje

Dutch Soccer Drills 1998-05-11
what is the purpose of history today and how can sporting research help us understand the
world around us in this stimulating book nicholas piercey constructs four new histories of
early dutch football exploring urban change club members the media and the diaries of
cornelis johannes karel van aalst a stadium director to propose practical examples of how
history can become an important democratic tool for the 21st century this work was
published by saint philip street press pursuant to a creative commons license permitting
commercial use all rights not granted by the work s license are retained by the author or
authors

Beautiful Bridesmaids Dressed in Oranje 2021-09-15
this follow up to brilliant orange the neurotic genius of dutch soccer is an enchanting love
letter to english football the daily telegraph in this playful witty and highly original look at
english soccer david winner author of the acclaimed brilliant orange journeys to the heart of
an essential english pastime and sheds new light on the true nature of a rapidly changing
game that was never really meant to be beautiful with the same insightful eye he brought to
his bestselling study of dutch soccer winner shows how victorian sexual anxiety underlies
england s many world cup failures he reveals the connection between roy keane and a
soldier who never lived but died in the charge of the light brigade and he demonstrates how
thick mud and wet leather shaped the contours of the english soul it s neither a history of the
game nor a memoir instead exploring the interplay between sport history and national
character for thinking fans of the game this is exquisitely pleasurable reading as winner finds
acceptance and even fondness for the english game his insight humor warmth and
enthusiasm place him in the top echelon of soccer writers booklist starred review thank god
for david winner with an easy wit winner traces the game back to its roots and the results are
as intriguing as they are amusing a marvelous book duncan white fourfourtwo
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Four Histories About Early Dutch Football, 1910-1920
2020-10-09
from the fifa world cup to pick up games at your local park soccer is the closest thing in our
world to a universal entertainment many writers use this global popularity to describe the
game s winners and losers but what happens when we use social science to explore how
soccer intersects with culture society and the self this book provides a thinking fan s guide to
the world s most popular game proposing a way of engaging soccer that sparks intellectual
curiosity and employs critical consciousness using stories and data along with ideas from
sociology psychology and across the social sciences it provides readers with new ways of
understanding fanaticism peak performance talent development and more drawing on
concepts ranging from cognitive bias to globalization it illuminates meanings of the game for
players and fans while investigating impacts on our lives and communities while it considers
soccer cultures across the globe the book also analyzes what makes u s soccer culture
special including its embrace of the women s game as a scholar former minor league player
and coach and fan andrew guest offers a distinctive perspective on soccer in society
whatever name you call it and whatever your interest in it soccer in mind will enrich your own
view of the one truly global game

Dutch Soccer Drills 1996
all about pressing in soccer provides a detailed look at the history theory and practice of
pressing in soccer with this comprehensive resource the coach and player will improve their
understanding of game tactics making them stronger and more successful as a coach or
player in today s fast paced game when a team loses possession of the ball it does not wait
for its opponent s offensive tactics to begin instead the defensive team limits the spatial
aspects of their opponent s game through directed resistance or pressure which immediately
limits the offense s options beginning with a look at the history of pressing you will gain
background knowledge crucial for understanding the theory behind pressing which is
presented in the second part of the book once you understand the why and the how of
pressing you will be able to use the practical techniques and drills presented in the third
section with this book you whether a coach or a player will have all the tools needed to
implement a strong pressing tactic in the game giving you that necessary edge over your
opponents

Those Feet 2013-07-30
75 years after the end of the holocaust this book commemorates the millions of victims by
sharing the stories of wartime soccer players those prisoners of the nazi regime who found
soccer to be a means of survival and inspiration even when surrounded by profound suffering
and death the holocaust was genocide on a scale never seen before it is the greatest of
human tragedies and a defining event in history which continues to challenge and confound
human understanding for many victims ensnared by nazi germany soccer became both a
show of resistance and a matter of life and death in soccer under the swastika defiance and
survival in the nazi camps and ghettos revised edition kevin e simpson takes the reader on a
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fascinating journey through this little known chapter in history revealing the surprisingly
powerful role soccer played during world war ii relying on a trove of recently translated
testimonies and scores of interviews with survivors and eyewitnesses simpson casts a
penetrating light on the darkness of the holocaust by celebrating the courage of those who
found the strength to play the beautiful game under horrific circumstances with the
increasing loss of firsthand memories of these events soccer under the swastika reminds us
of the importance in telling these compelling stories thoughtfully written and meticulously
researched this revised edition is emboldened by new research recently translated survivor
testimonies new photos from the era and a deepened focus on soccer in the nazi camps and
ghettos providing a more powerful narrative of soccer s ability to provide inspiration and at
times sustain life

Dutch Fields 2004
a complete guide to developing every aspect of conditioning for soccer players europe s top
soccer conditioning experts contributed the following chapters soccer strength training
soccer specific endurance training speed training for soccer pre season conditioning
goalkeeper training fitness testing and injury prevention

The Global Art of Soccer 2006
train like the world champions over the past few years a new trend has become ever more
prominent in the soccer world passing often fast and including all players in the game
combining this with their own personal style we have seen teams reach new heights of
success from fc barcelona to bayern munich and borussia dortmund and most recently the
german national team at the 2014 world cup in brazil but what does it take to learn this art of
passing what are the methodological and technical requirements for becoming the new
schweinsteiger messi or neuer in this book the only of its kind two german league certified
coaches have created the ultimate guide to passing using the hyballa te poel passing puzzle
they present every type of pass there is in modern soccer with lots of drills for each type
from the goalkeeper to the center forward everyone can learn passing with these exercises

Soccer in Mind 2021-11-12
the real giants of soccer coaching is a collection of the curated thoughts of nearly 30 top
soccer coaches from around the globe in this book you will gain access to the depth and
breadth of experience from some of the best coaches across all areas of the beautiful game
from grassroots to premier leagues and everything in between you will learn theoretical
details about tactical periodization positional play and the science of motor learning you will
also learn from youth national team coaches ncaa national championship winning coaches
and first division coaches from top european clubs this book is a resource that can direct your
coaching education over and around the perilous pitfalls that often consume most coaches
after reading this book you will have gained the experience knowledge and wisdom of some
of the best coaches across all areas of the game you don t have to go your coaching path
alone take this book and bring the wisdom of these top coaches with you to help navigate
every corner turn and hazard along your way to becoming a great coach
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All About Pressing in Soccer 2018-10-01
the 2018 soccer world cup highlighted the increasing emphasis on transitional awareness and
tactics from elite domestic leagues worldwide to local youth coaching clinics there is a
pronounced effort to help coaches and players recognize and seize the advantages gleaned
through controlling transitional moments during a match soccer transition training is the first
complete study of critical transition moments this book offers everything coaches at any level
need to help their teams dominate in transition including transition analysis comprehensive
examination of tactical opportunities 100 exercises to prepare coaches and players for every
transitional situation and coaching instruction written by two leading soccer educators this
book is the training tool all soccer coaches need to help their teams dominate on both sides
of the ball

Soccer under the Swastika 2020-05-27
the methods and philosophies of the coaches at one of the most successful clubs in the
history of european soccer the current manchester united manager made a name for himself
in the world of football while at dutch super club ajax amsterdam this book chronicles his
time in charge there with unprecedented inside access to the methods and philosophies that
produced not only championship teams but also world class players

Conditioning for Soccer 1998
the fourth volume in the best selling dutch soccer drills series focuses on technical
development through the use of drills and small sided games designed to prepare players for
match situation the 180 drills are actual training exercises used by the top clubs in holland a
country renowned for their innovative coaches and world class players each drill features a
clear diagram and description an objective and possible variations dutch soccer drills volume
3 has been a parennial best seller with a 90 self through

German Soccer Passing Drills 2015-08-15
the dutch academy football coaching u10 11 book contains a detailed outline of the dutch
training methodology for this age group topics include the basic principles the age specific
characteristics coaching methods match days training sessions technical practices moves to
beat positional games and formation specific small sided games this book contains 66
practices as used in top academies in the netherlands there are technical and tactical
practices for coaches at youth level wanting to develop their team to world leading dutch
academy standards henk mariman former club brugge academy director and afc ajax
assistant academy director han berger chairman of the dutch professional coaches cbv louis
coolen former zenit st petersburg academy director

The Real Giants of Soccer Coaching 2018-04-01
this book offers some of the best articles from the nscaa s soccer journal from the last twenty
years soccer journal is the official publication of the national soccer coaches association of
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america the book offers articles that cover the four pillars of soccer those pillars are
technique tactics the mental and the physical the fifth section describes to the reader how to
coach in the chapter on technique nationally known coaches describe soccer specific
techniques and how to present them to the team the topics include principles of teaching
technique dribbling shielding tackling receiving and passing as basic techniques for the
player in addition to these skills section one deals with goalkeeper technique chapter two
details the evolution of tactics in the game of soccer going back to the late 1800s and
finishing with a discussion of the latest in tactics at the international level in addition the
most poplar systems of play from the soccer world are described in detail both attacking and
defending in each system is examined chapter three deals with the mental side of playing
soccer this is the last frontier for our players and teams it is an important aspect of coaching
and mental training is a responsibility of coaches today the articles examine mental
preparation for both men and women soccer players and teams chapter four deals with
fitness and nutrition the articles discuss everything from warm ups to post game nutrition
there are articles for youth soccer players as well as college and professional soccer players
once the reader examines the four pillars of soccer chapter five deals with how to coach and
manage a team coaching is examined at all levels from u6 to professional this chapter offers
answers to many questions that coaches will have every season this book is the first in a new
series of books from the nscaa future editions will examine each of the pillars again in more
detail

Soccer Transition Training 2019-03-01
want to learn to dribble and feint like maradona or ronaldinho and to juggle the ball like jay
jay okocha or edgar davids in his book peter schreiner clearly and simply shows players and
coaches alike how to teach and learn techniques that are required for attractive offensive
soccer players become good ball handlers and master tricks that enable them to beat other
players and score more goals coaches learn how to organize effective and learning intensive
team and individual training

Clogball 2023-07
the well rounded soccer coach is a unique book about coaching soccer the author shares
successful secrets for long term player development which is a current hot topic in the soccer
world this special resource combines credibility experiences of a coach who has coached u9
u19 age groups competitive club and high school teams and comprehensive coverage of
coaching soccer it raises the standards for coaching resources by including proven methods
and techniques examples of a complete season of actual training sessions explanations as to
the how and why of selected exercises useful resources for coaches players and parents in a
variety of areas on and off the field credibility through anecdotes from coaches players and
parents objective results achieved by teams direct access to someone who is actively
involved in the areas of player development coaching excellence team culture and education
anyone wishing to become a successful coach of a winning team needs this book on his shelf
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The Coaching Philosophies of Louis Van Gaal and the
Ajax Coaches 1997
this handy how to food guide addresses the nutrition questions and concerns of soccer
athletes of all ages and abilities to help them achieve success with energy to spare soccer
athletes are hungry for good nutrition information they have lots of food questions what
should i eat before a game what about sports drinks how much protein should i be eating
food guide for soccer tips recipes from the pros will answer those questions plus others this
easy to read book offers practical tips debunks nutrition myths and is a simple how to
resource for soccer players their coaches and parents the text is sprinkled with quotes from
professional soccer players as well as recipes sample menus and nutrition sidebars

Dutch Soccer Drills 2003-09-01
europe s top coaches have contributed to this collection of 180 outstanding drills designed to
pinpoint specific skills and develop them to their fullest potential these drills will help coaches
advance their players skills confidence and tactical awareness as they strive for creative
attacking soccer the easy to use layout of dutch soccer drills makes it an essential practice
tool for all coaches divided into chapters on dribbling passing shooting heading restart plays
goalkeeping and conditioning coaches have drills designed for the skills they want to work on
right at their fingertips each drill features the objective a clear diagram and easy to follow
organizational factors instructions coaching points and variations coaches will gain exciting
new ideas from these excellent drills which will keep their players motivated and interested
whether you want to break out of a practice rut or keep from falling into one dutch soccer
drills will energize your players and make the most of practice time richard kentwell is a
licensed english f a coach with over 25 years of coaching experience the author of four books
and numerous articles kentwell earned his masters degree in education from boston
university with a specialization in human movement he is a director of the british american
school of soccer and president of reedswain the coaching and book specialists

Dutch Academy Football Coaching (U10-11) - Technical
and Tactical Practices from Top Dutch Coaches
2015-08-10
two coaches share their secrets for developing quality players also frans hoek describes his
coaching plan for young keepers this book includes chapters on introducing tactical insights
through drills and games and is packed with ideas

The Best of Soccer Journal 2011-11-21

Soccer - Perfect Ball Control 2011-07-01
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The Well-Rounded Soccer Coach 2018-09-01

Food Guide for Women's Soccer 2015-06-15

Dutch Soccer Drills 1998-05-11

Developing Soccer Players 1999-09

The Dutch Masters 2023-05-22
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